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Caren v. Providence,
365 Or 466 (2019)
• Bottom line: Workers fully compensated for impairment due in
“material part” to the injury unless employer issues a combined
condition denial.
• How we got there:
• Traditionally, “material cause” test for injuries (Olson v. SIAC, 1960).
• The exception is “combined conditions.”
• Facts: Accepted lumbar strain, with 70 percent of impairment due to
preexisting arthritis.
• No combined condition accepted or denied.
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Caren v. Providence,
365 Or 466 (2019)
• Apportionment allowed by Board and Court of Appeals because:
• The arthritis was legally cognizable – met the definition of
preexisting condition.
• Schleiss v. SAIF (2013) ruled that apportionment was not allowed
when the other conditions causing impairment did not meet the
definition of a “pre-existing condition.”
• What does impairment “due to” the injury mean?
• Barrett v. D&H Drywall (1985) – if injury causes preexisting to light
up, impairment is “due to” the compensable injury.

Caren v. Providence,
365 Or 466 (2019)
• 1990, 1995 and 2001 legislation analyzed:
• Interplay between combined conditions, notice of acceptance,
new/omitted claims, shifting burden of proof.
• Key phrase from Barnett (“due to”) is unchanged.
• “Combined conditions” are the exceptions.
• Employer has burden of proof on combined conditions.
• Requiring claimant to request acceptance of a combined condition is
not a solution – what if claimant disputes that?
• Not plausible that employers can “deny” compensation without
notice.
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WCD temporary rule changes
effective 9/3/19
• Clarified impairment “in material part.”
• No award for impairment for pre-existing condition if combined
condition accepted and denied.
• For residual functional capacity (work disability), apportionment is
allowed if capacity to work is diminished by a superimposed, denied
or pre-existing condition denied as part of a combined condition).
• Removed rule that disallowed impairment award for disability caused
by an unaccepted pre-existing condition.
• Codifies the Caren decision in the paragraph regarding combined
conditions. (If combined condition denied, estimate PPD due to
component of combined condition that remains related to injury).

What’s on and off the plate?
• On - Impairment “due to” (material cause) accepted condition.
• On - Direct medical sequelae.
• On - Preexisting conditions accepted as a combined condition.
• Off - Denied conditions.
• Off - Preexisting conditions denied as a combined condition.
• Off - Superimposed conditions.
• Off - Work disability from superimposed and denied conditions.
• On/Off - Pain (must result in valid measurable impairment).
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The House that ORS 656.245 Built
Production by: Brooke Stice

ORS 656.245
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ORS 656.245 (1)
• “For every compensable injury, the insurer or the self-insured
employer shall cause to be provided medical services for conditions
caused in material part by the injury for such period as the nature
of the injury or the process of the recovery requires …
• “In addition, for consequential and combined conditions described
in ORS 656.005(7), the insurer or the self-insured employer shall
cause to be provided only those medical services directed to
medical conditions caused in major part by the injury.”

ORS 656.245
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Counts v. International Paper,
146 Or App 768 (1997)
• Court of Appeals: “Diagnostic services necessary to determine
cause or extent of compensable injury are compensable.”
• Supreme Court (2019): “This court does not appear to have
addressed the question.”
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SAIF v. Martinez, 219 Or App
182 (2008)
• “The condition for which treatment is sought need not be the
accepted condition, but the treatment must be necessitated in
material part by the ‘compensable injury,’ which is the condition
previously accepted.”
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SAIF v. Sprague, 346 Or 661
(2009)
• If the claimed medical service is “for” an “ordinary” condition, the
first sentence of ORS 656.245(1)(a) governs the compensability of
medical services.
• If the claimed medical service is “directed to” a consequential or
combined condition, the second sentence of ORS 656.245(1)(a)
applies.
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SAIF v. Swartz, 247 Or App 515
(2011)
• Properly reframed, then, the issues are: (1) whether claimant’s
accepted condition(s) constitutes a material cause of claimant’s
current condition; and (2) whether the proposed treatment is “for”
that current condition
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Carlos-Macias & Eaton (2014)
• The Court of Appeals citing its own decision in Brown v. SAIF
(2014) (combined condition “ceases” denial).
• Reasoned that medical services need not be directed to the accepted
condition.
• “Work injury incident” was the focus for benefits.
• Supreme Court overruled Court of Appeals in Brown (2017) –
“accepted condition” is the “otherwise compensable injury” in a
“ceases” denial.
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Garcia-Solis v. Farmers, 288
Or App 1 (2017)
• In Brown II, the Supreme Court addressed the
meaning of the term “compensable injury,” as
defined in ORS 656.005(7)(a), concluding that it
refers to a particular medical condition and not, as
the dissent suggests, to an injury incident. The effect
of the Supreme Court’s opinion in Brown II was to
overturn our holdings in Carlos-Macias and Easton
and to reinvigorate our holdings in Counts and
Swartz that diagnostic services are compensable
only if they are necessary to determine the cause or
extent of an accepted compensable injury
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Garcia-Solis v. Farmers, 365 Or
26 (2019)
• “For every compensable injury, the insurer or the self-insured
employer shall cause to be provided medical services for conditions
caused in material part by the injury for such period as the nature
of the injury or the process of the recovery requires, subject to the
limitations in ORS 656.225, including such medical services as may
be required after a determination of permanent disability.
• It is true that, as a general proposition, we assume that the
legislature uses terms consistently.
• ORS 656.245(1)(a) presents a situation where the same term—here,
“injury”—is used in different ways, with apparently different
meanings, within the same statutory provision.
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Garcia-Solis v. Farmers, 365
Or 26 (2019)
•

“For every compensable injury, the insurer or the self-insured employer shall cause to be provided
medical services for conditions caused in material part by the injury for such period as the nature of
the injury or the process of the recovery requires …

•

“In addition, for consequential and combined conditions described in ORS 656.005(7), the insurer or
the self-insured employer shall cause to be provided only those medical services directed to
medical conditions caused in major part by the injury.”

• Court: “ …[the] injury means work accident is context-specific to
exactly two uses in the first and second sentences of ORS
656.245(1)(a). It does not apply to the second use in the first
sentence of ORS 656.245(1)(a).”
• (And not necessarily anywhere else, either)

Garcia-Solis v. Farmers,
365 Or 26 (2019)
• “For every compensable injury, the insurer or the self-insured employer shall cause to be
provided medical services for conditions caused in material part by the injury for such period
as the nature of the injury or the process of the recovery requires

• “For every compensable injury, the insurer or the self-insured
employer shall cause to be provided medical services for conditions
caused in material part by the work accident for such period as the
nature of the injury or the process of the recovery requires …”
• “In addition, for consequential and combined conditions described
in ORS 656.005(7), the insurer or the self-insured employer shall
cause to be provided only those medical services directed to
medical conditions caused in major part by the work accident
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Daniel Slater, 71 Van Natta
962 (August 28, 2019)
• Meniscus combined with arthritis. Combined condition denial
upheld, but MRI was compensable
• “The ‘compensable injury,’ as referenced in its first use in the first
sentence, as well as the second sentence of ORS 656.245(1)(a),
means ‘work accident.’”
• MRI was to assess how much of claimant’s left knee meniscus was
left. Because the meniscal tear is an accepted condition, it was
caused in material part by the work injury. Accordingly, the
disputed MRI is compensable.
• ORS 656.245(1)(a) does not limit the compensability of medical
services simply because those services also provide incidental
benefits that help or treat noncompensable medical conditions.

Sheldon v. US Bank,
364 Or 831 (2019)
• Walking at work when she slipped and fell somehow.
• Possible causes – diabetes, obesity, ankle weakness, medication.
• Unexplained fall case law.
• “Positional risk doctrine” – compensable if unexplained fall while in course of employment.
• What is “unexplained?”
• Claimant must eliminate FNSI causes.
• “Facially non-speculative idiopathic.”
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Gadalean v. SAIF,
364 Or 707 (2019)
• Pre-employment driving test (unpaid) for applicant.
• Injured while participating in an actual delivery.
• Court of Appeals said he was a worker and should have been paid at least minimum wage.
Implied-in-law contract.
• Supreme Court reversed – “Worker”… engages to furnish services “for” a remuneration.
• “For” means “expected result of.”
• Statute requires that claimant expects remuneration, which he did not in this case.

Azam Ansarinezhad,
71 Van Natta 1003 (2019)
• Oral report of injury was timely, but no claim filed.
• “Notice of an accident given…not later than 90 days.”
• “Failure to give notice bars a claim unless notice given within one year and employer had
knowledge.”
• 1965 – obligation of workman to provide notice of “accident” timely.
• 1995 Mannix: Moves notice from 30 to 90 days, plus: “At the other end of the spectrum, it
finally says that if a year has passed, even if the employer knew about this, and nothing was
done…if you have done nothing for a year and a written claim wasn’t filed, the claim
expires.”
• 1965 language intact, however.
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